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Introduction
It was the dawn of a new millennium, and my rock n’ roll fantasy was fading away…

After giving it a go as a drummer with a touring band, I put my sticks down and got myself a real
“gig” as a commissioned loan officer with a busy San Diego mortgage company. I came from a family
of real estate agents, but had little real estate experience myself. Nevertheless, the early 2000s were
a great time to be in the mortgage business. Housing was booming and home loan lenders were
aggressive on rates, terms, and qualification standards. It was a feeding frenzy and Californians
were desperate to get into the housing market for fear of it leaving them behind. This was a great
environment in which to learn the mortgage business, but more importantly for me, it was a
fantastic first real job.
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My time in the mortgage business was transformative for me personally, as I had just finished my
undergraduate degree. Professionally, it was both a forum for me to get a better understanding
of my interests and also a platform for developing the marketable tools from which I would
eventually build my long-term career. I really enjoyed the business, but soon realized I wanted to
try something different. Ultimately, I made the decision to pursue my passion for sport events by
returning to graduate school for a Master’s Degree in Sports Management.

Graduate school was helpful in exposing me to the sports management field in a formal way, while
also creating a network to facilitate my career change. It was also useful for providing me with
the vocabulary to articulate what my career ambitions were, but as it turns out, the actual skills
and work capacity I needed in order to be a successful event and venue manager were developed
in my years as a loan officer. During those years, I gained critical work skills and accelerated my
professional maturity in ways that can’t be taught in school and that I wouldn’t have been able to
develop at a traditional 9-5 job.

The experience I gained in that mortgage office helped
develop four critical competencies that make up the core
of my business.

My company, Stylehawk Event Services, is similar in a lot of ways to a real estate agency. The
venue directory is our version of a Multiple Listing Service (MLS). The venues are our listings. The
Stylehawk Concierge Staff are our agents. Just like good real estate agents, our staff is provided
with the necessary training, licensing/accreditation, and business resources to run a successful
business. The event promoters we work with are our homebuyers—those in need of expert guidance
and access to a network of professionals who are committed to a smooth process and a successful
outcome.
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My career path has been far from traditional, and I have come to understand my style and approach is untraditional too. Because of this, I firmly believe the experience I gained in that mortgage office helped develop four critical competencies that make up the core of my business. It is
these competencies that have distinguished me from the crowd and launched my career as a sport
events professional.
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Competency #1: An Entrepreneurial
Spirit and Internal Motivation
Working as a commissioned sales agent is scary and invigorating. The competition within the office
and the fear of a lean month push you forward. The satisfaction that comes with closing a deal has
you constantly looking for the next opportunity, and this is especially true in the mortgage business
when you are helping people buy a home. It can be extremely fulfilling work.

I say all of this as a person who never considered himself a salesperson. Coming into the field, I was
shy and thought of myself as an introvert. I don’t think I understood that being a loan officer was an
actual sales position and if I had, I probably would not have tried it. The idea of being a salesperson
was more off-putting than the actual sales work turned out to be. As I became more familiar with
the job and the sales process, I came to understand that:

- We are all salespeople. All human interaction is a negotiation.
- There are many sales styles and the key to success is finding the style that best fits
with your skill set.
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Once I understood these simple truths, the concept of sales was no longer scary. I just had to
find the style that worked for me. I learned that my best approach was to develop expertise in my
product and then provide the highest level of service possible to my clients and my strategic partners. More specifically, I came to understand that I was good at building mutually beneficial relationships. So, I sought strategic partnerships with other real estate professionals like Realtors,
CPAs, and financial advisors. By attentively serving the needs of my partners, taking great care of
their clients, and over-delivering to both, my mortgage business thrived. It was built exclusively on
referral and repeat business. This strategy was a LOT BETTER for me than buying internet leads
and making cold calls. The work was enjoyable and I was good at it.

I applied this same motivation and entrepreneurial spirit to my role as a university arena booking
manager. I was tasked with generating revenue for our venue through third-party lease agreements,
while also improving the quality of our event experience. As a result of my contributions, revenues
increased every year to unprecedented levels and venue operations were broadly recognized as best
in class.

We are all salespeople. All human interaction is a
negotiation.
I understood that as a university arena, our revenue potential was limited by our available inventory (calendar space) and by subjective policy decisions. In that environment, I saw an opportunity
to “broker” events amongst venues to create a mutually beneficial scenario in which venues gain
access to third-party event revenues and event promoters can simplify their venue search with a
centralized source. Both would benefit from working with a skilled professional who specializes in
venue relationships and event logistics.

Because of my passion, along with the internal motivation and entrepreneurial drive I developed
early in my career, I was able to not only recognize a need in the sports events management industry, but I was inspired to build a company that would fill that need. Stylehawk Event Services
grew from that inspiration.
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Competency #2: A Personal Set of
Business Values
There is a notion that loan officers in the mortgage business sometimes lose touch with their moral compass. This was definitely the narrative presented after the real estate bubble burst and the
recession started, and it was partially true. Lenders had been extremely liberal with qualification
standards. Loan applicants were desperate to achieve the dream of home ownership and often
pushed loan officers to secure risky loans on their behalf, hoping that short-term discomfort would
lead to eventual equity accrual (and an opportunity to refinance for relief).

There were tricks to securing loan approvals that could blur ethical values. There were also certain loan types that were extremely lucrative for loan officers, but not necessarily the best product
for their clients. It was challenging at times to see the principled decision and weigh it against the
wants of the client and the personal financial consideration for the loan officer.
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To be fair, the vast majority of loan officers are skilled and ethical professionals. This is how I
viewed myself and I am proud of my track record during that time. I made decisions consistent with
my conscience and as a result, my clients were well-informed and placed in fair and appropriate
loan products. Even still, these professional tests were fundamental in developing my personal code
of ethics. Whether a loan officer or events professional, it is critically important to conduct business
with the highest degree of integrity.

Having a true moral compass and developing a reputation
for it will lead to far more opportunity and prove to be the
more lucrative path.

The foundation of an ethical business relationship is to cultivate and maintain a reputation for
honesty, forthrightness, and consistency in following standard, acceptable business practices. At
Stylehawk, we employ this standard even when working in murky ethical situations and follow our
conscience when faced with morally questionable decisions.
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Adhering to a personal set of values means we will:

Do what is right even if it costs time,
money, or opportunity.
It may feel like a big deal at the time, but money and
individual opportunity is fleeting. Having a true moral
compass and developing a reputation for it will lead to
far more opportunity and prove to be the more lucrative
path.

Have the difficult conversations when
they are necessary.
We cannot always avoid conflict and we shouldn’t.
Sometimes, we have to deliver bad news. We must not
shy away from communicating prudent information,
even if it is unpleasant. Be respectful in the delivery and
be prepared with solutions and actions to follow. Good
event managers understand this and have both the
experience and operational creativity to quickly devise
alternative solutions or to create a game plan for the
next step.
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One of the first things I did when starting Stylehawk Event Services was create a set of core values.
In fact, the core values of honesty, integrity, knowledge, organization, and community are so
important to the foundation of Stylehawk that they are included in our employment/contractor
agreements:
CONTRACTOR shall conduct business in accordance with the COMPANY core
values detailed below:

Honesty - All decisions should be made with clear conscience. The pursuit of
money, time & opportunity is always second to what is right.

Integrity - Wear your brand honorably, accept accountability, exceed
expectations, and communicate clearly.

Knowledge - Maintain a commitment to achieving superior industry knowledge
gained through active participation in industry associations and training
opportunities.

Organization - Focus on developing organizational systems to maximize
effectiveness, reduce costs, and improve communication.

Community - Employ local contractors, suppliers, and service providers. Seek
productive collaboration opportunities to establish a powerful network of partner
venues, service providers, and contractors.
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Competency #3: Functional
Organizational Skills
Anybody who has ever applied for a home loan knows there is a ridiculous amount of paperwork
involved. Loan applicants also know that these transactions are extremely time sensitive because
interest rates change daily. To protect their profit margins, lenders will only “lock” rates for a short
period of time, which means the transaction must be completed in a tight window. In order to
improve the likelihood of a loan getting approved and closed within the lock period, loan officers
must compile extremely organized loan files that are error-free and complete.

For me, I found it important to anticipate and proactively address any questions or concerns the
underwriter might have. The better a loan file is put together, the faster it will move through the
process, and the less likely the underwriter will find issue with it. It was important to establish a
track record of consistent, high-quality submissions. When a sound reputation is earned, the underwriting process gets easier.
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It was important to establish a track record of consistent,
high-quality submissions. When a sound reputation is
earned, the underwriting process gets easier.

Functional organization is a valuable skill and one that has served me well as an events and venue manager. Creating well-organized event documents is critical to event planning, but also a key
component to confirming expectations with the client and communicating service needs to event
support providers. Like real estate lenders, institutional and municipal events venues often have
layers of bureaucracy that require patience and respect. Presenting well-crafted files in a way that is
consistent with that institution’s workflow will yield the best event outcomes.
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Competency #4: Strong
Communication and Team-Building
Skills
Loan officers must shepherd their loan files through the approval process. In 2002, this meant:
- Selling the loan product to the client.
- Shopping the loan to the various lenders and finding the best rate, terms,
and approval conditions.
- Managing the client and encouraging cooperation throughout the process.
- Coordinating service providers, such as escrow and title officers, appraisers,
real estate agents, loan processors, and transaction coordinators.
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Similarly, event managers must also shepherd their event files through the planning process. This
means:
- Selling the venue to the client (or in the case of Stylehawk, selling the benefit of
working with a venue sourcing service).
- Shopping the event to various event venues and finding the best rates, features,
and availability.
- Managing the client and encouraging cooperation throughout the process.
- Coordinating service providers such as crowd management staff, production
companies, caterers, rental providers, law enforcement, etc.

As you can see, the what is a little different, but the how is very much the same. You will also see
that the key to successfully getting a loan approved—or an event planned—is effective communication and team-building skills. These are collaborative activities, and success is dependent on a
number of different people and organizations.

To achieve success in this synergistic environment, event managers must act as a “conduit of information” to activate the critical resources and services in support of the event. The more effective the event manager is at communicating event production information, the better the event will
be. Therefore, the event manager must accept responsibility for sharing information to the event
production team. This is the event manager’s core job function.

Planning communications presented to the staff and contractors must be clear and explicit, and
there must also be an understanding and respect for the way those service providers receive information. For example, field maintenance staff spend very little time in front of their computers.
Therefore, emailing work order submissions or updating entries in venue management software
is not likely going to be the fastest or most effective way of reaching the staff in the field. It is important to be mindful of workflow and commit to communicating in ways that are most effective for
the service providers, even if this means sharing similar bits of information across different platforms and by different mechanisms.

This may seem redundant (and it is), but redundancy isn’t a bad thing for an event planner and
venue manager. It creates a system of checks and balances. It supports a consistent planning
message and gives the event manager an opportunity to confirm and reconfirm details prior to
event day. This is important because events are layered, meaning one misstep can have a domino
effect on the rest of the planning activities. Furthermore, events are time sensitive and often happen
during irregular or non-business hours. Changes, mistakes, and emergencies happen. Events are
dynamic. Building redundancy into the system reduces the frequency of these sorts of errors and
allows contractors and service providers to respond and react in a way that is more natural to their
process.

Staff and contractors must be held accountable to their
role in the event planning process and in exchange, the
contributions of team members must be valued.

Throughout this process, we must also seek feedback and be receptive to the input of the event
production team, as their experience and expertise is critically important. It can’t be said enough—
event planning is collaborative. This requires dialogue, compromise, and creativity. Staff and contractors must be held accountable to their role in the event planning process, and in exchange, the
contributions of team members must be valued.

I believe that event managers are generalists. We are familiar with the big-picture concept, and we
drive the planning and processes from a high level. We know a lot about a lot. Among other things,
event managers must be comfortable with and knowledgeable about event production, logistics
and operations, ticketing and access control, crowd management, catering, guest services, risk
management, etc. In most circumstances, the event manager can answer all of the client or venue
questions.

On the other hand, the service providers who work in support of the event are experts in their
fields. This discipline-specific expertise is hugely important to the success of the event. The event
manager cannot be shy about engaging these experts in their areas of strength. They will appreciate that their contributions are being valued and will help set the event up for greater success.
Understanding who is an expert in what is not always clear, so the event manager must explore
their resources and acquire the skills to activate on the team’s collective expertise.

Conclusion
Our business is built on a referral-and-repeat client model, which requires us to consistently deliver exceptional results to our clients. At the same time, Stylehawk endeavors to create high value
relationships with our contractors and venue partners. We truly seek mutually beneficial relationships that build over time to create sum gain.

The Stylehawk model is unique for event and venue management companies. It is clearly a composition of my collective professional experiences. Our approach, though unique, is in demand in
the event management field. I sincerely believe we can help sport event promoters significantly
increase revenues and improve event production capabilities, while also helping venues maximize
their revenue potential.

Contact us to explore ways in which your event could benefit from working with a team of motivated and powerful event professionals, or how your venue can increase its revenue by hosting profitable outside events that are professionally managed and expertly executed.
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